Use your educational platform to drive student transformation through flexible learning that prioritizes institutional credibility & quality education
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A tale of two professors
Using your LMS tools to boost connectedness, provide detailed feedback and increase inclusivity & impact
Differentiate between one-way, two-way and community-oriented online teaching strategies

Pedagogical Models mapped to Brightspace tools
Tools

One-Way
- Content
- Assignment Feedback
- Quizzes

Two-Way
- 1-1 Discussions
- Topic Selection
- Assignment Selection

Community-Oriented
- Crowdsourced Content
- Group Discussions
- Groups
Feedback tools: Self Assessment

• Use an existing question library as a formative assessment to help students know where they stand

• In the question feedback, provide links to relevant content they may want to review before completing the summative assessment
Private Discussion Forum

- To document interactions and private reflections, use a discussion forum for each student enrolled in your class.
- You can tie these to grades using rubrics or simply use it as a record of student conceptual growth throughout your class.
Activity Feed

- Social media-like interaction on your course home page
- Allows for crowd-sourced content and discussions
- Managing roles & permissions is critical
- Can link to course content, assignments, etc.
Identify new online learning tools that increase student-to-student communication & critique

A deeper look at communication & critique tools
Student-to-Student Communication & Critique
Groups

• Design work areas so students can collaborate
• Can have instructor-initiated groups or student-selected groups
• Use Discussions, “Lockers” and assignment submissions
Preparing to use Groups

Teaching group project etiquette
Teaching how to give feedback
Teaching effective discussion techniques
Evaluate assignment tools that decrease grading time and increase student engagement

A deeper look at the variety of assignment options and grading tools
Assignments & Student Engagement
Annotations

• Inline notes, rubric grading and handwritten notes on submitted assignments

• When students see assignment, they can download the doc with your annotations
Video Note & Video Assignments

- Students see your face & hear your voice – helps them properly interpret your feedback.
- Use this from Email, Intelligent Agents, assignment feedback.
- Can create a library of video notes to send to students.
- For assignments where students are submitting presentations, sermons, group facilitation, etc.
- Helps you “be there” when students are doing their coursework remotely.
Examine easy workflows for outcomes & accreditation reporting
CBE, Competency tool
CBTE & Competency Tracking

Track achievement of program outcomes
CBE models allow for flexibility in how students complete and achieve program outcomes while maintaining accurate documentation
Competency Mapping

- Consensus around what outcomes you’re achieving, how & when they are achieved across your curriculum
University

AGCJ 404
Create and appraise the effectiveness of an advocacy campaign.

1 Written and Oral Communication: Use writing and speaking skills to communicate effectively

1.1 Develop and articulate ideas coherently and cogently for a specific audience, purpose and situation

1.3 Present ideas compellingly through the use of delivery aids and techniques, such as voice, eye contact, gestures, and posture

Synthesize scientific research: Literature Review

Develop a communication strategy: Comm. Strategy

Pitch an advocacy campaign: Portfolio

Evaluate campaign effectiveness: Focus Group Report
Create and appraise the effectiveness of an advocacy campaign.

Synthesize scientific research:
- Literature Review

Develop a communication strategy:
- Comm. Strategy

Pitch an advocacy campaign:
- Portfolio

Evaluate campaign effectiveness:
- Focus Group Report

Summarize scientific literature
- Select APA citation
- Interpret scientific literature

Generate a style guide
- Select a position
- Conduct audience research

Create a White Paper
- Create Social Media posts
- Create an Infographic

Plan a focus group
- Identify elements of a focus group
Data & Reports

• Can be complex to understand & work with the raw data, so garner help & support from data savvy team members
Mapping Student Progress

• Instructor View: Easy visual access to how the individuals in class are progressing

• Student View: Visual of how they are doing plus links to content or assignments
Explore emerging online delivery models that affirm & extend your signature pedagogies

Deeper dive into CBE & Competencies
What is a Signature Pedagogy?

A “standard” or widely accepted method of teaching & learning within a specific field. EX) Labs for sciences & engineering, Clinicals for nursing, student teaching for education.
Affirm & Extend CPE

Onsite Supervision
Flexible roles & permissions

Practical Learning
Video Assignments

Self-Reflection
Private Discussions

Peer-to-Peer learning
Groups

Learning Contracts
Competency Tool
What other thoughts & ideas?

One-Way
- Content
- Annotations
- Video Note
- Quizzes

Two-Way
- 1-1 Discussions

Community-Oriented
- Activity Feed
- Group Discussions
- Groups
Wrap Up